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Abstract—The coverage of a Region of Interest (RoI), that
must be satisfied when deploying a Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN), depends on several factors related not only to the sensor
nodes (SNs) capabilities but also to the RoI topography. This
latter has been omitted by most previous deployment approaches,
which assume that the RoI is 2D. However, some recent WSNs
deployment approaches dropped this unrealistic assumption. This
paper surveys the different models adopted by the state-of-the-
art deployment approaches. The weaknesses that need to be
addressed are identified and some proposals expected to enhance
the practicality of these models are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE WSN deployment on 3D RoI presents many difficul-

ties evoked by the topography, which has a direct impact

on the coverage quality. Indeed, the presence of obstacles

can hinder the detection of the target event. Also, the use

of mobile SNs to eliminate the coverage voids becomes

increasingly difficult, and the random deployment generates a

very low coverage quality for 3D terrains [1]. Thus, ensuring

the coverage of a 3D RoI by a WSN requires a deterministic

deployment of the SNs, which consists in precomputing their

number and their positions [2]. The resolution of this NP-

hard problem [3] goes through a formulation phase, which

describes the impact of the different factors on the coverage

quality, and provides in its end an expression measuring the

coverage quality produced by a given deployment scheme.

Once formulated, the problem is solved using heuristics or

meta-heuristics, to select an appropriate deployment scheme.

The practicality of a selected solution depends on the for-

mulation process, which has been accomplished differently in

the literature, depending on the factors taken into account and

the modeling of their impacts on the coverage quality. When

deploying WSNs on 3D RoIs, the formulation phase needs

to be enriched by adding the RoI topography factor. To do

this, it is necessary as a first step to model the SNs sensing

capability, taking into account the RoI impact. In the second

step, this model is used to formulate the RoI coverage. In this

paper, we survey existing formulations of the coverage of 3D

RoIs by WSNs in order to identify their main shortcomings

that must be eliminated and make them more realistic. The

coverage models and the RoI coverage deduction are detailed

in Sections II and III, respectively. Section IV discusses the

reliability of these models and some open issues. Section V

concludes the paper.

II. COVERAGE MODELS

To estimate the coverage quality of the RoI, produced by

the deployment of a WSN composed of N SNs, it is necessary

to check the coverage status of each point pi of the RoI.

This status is deduced from a basic information C(pi, sj),
which is the state of coverage of pi by each SN sj . The

factors considered in estimating C(pi, sj), and the formulation

of their impacts on C(pi, sj) represent the coverage model

[4]. In the existing coverage models, C(pi, sj) is formulated

according to one or more of the following factors: (i) the

sensing range of sj ; (ii) the sensing angle of sj ; (iii) the

topography of the RoI; (iv) the weather permeability of the

RoI, and (v) the permeability of the objects separating pi and

sj . It should be noted that the first and second factors are part

of the SNs characteristics, while the third, fourth, and fifth

factors belong to the RoI characteristics. Consequently, the

most general formula of C(pi, sj) is given by Eq. 1, where

µd(pi, sj), µφ(pi, sj), µv(pi, sj), µw(pi, sj), and µo(pi, sj)
are binary or probabilistic functions, modeling the impact of

the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth factors, respectively.

In the sequel, we discuss the different models proposed to

consider the impact of these factors on C(pi, sj).

C(pi, sj) = µd(pi, sj)× µφ(pi, sj)× µv(pi, sj)× µw(pi, sj)× µo(pi, sj) (1)

A. Impact of the SNs sensing range

The sensing range of sj is a reference distance rs from

which we can pronounce on the coverage of pi by sj in

function of their distance d(pi, sj) [5], [6], [7], [8]. The

influence of this factor on C(pi, sj), modeled by the function

µd(pi, sj), takes three forms: (i) Deterministic impact [5], [6],

where C(pi, sj) is constant with respect to d(pi, sj), as long

as pi is in the sensing range of sj . Otherwise, C(pi, sj) is

null; (ii) Probabilistic impact [9], [10], [7], where C(pi, sj)
degrades with respect to d(pi, sj), and it becomes null when

the point pi is outside the sensing range of sj ; (iii) Hybrid

impact [11], [12], [13], by considering that sj has two sensing

ranges, the first is “with certitude", noted r1, and the second is

“without certitude", noted r2, where r2 > r1. Thus, C(pi, sj) is

constant with respect to d(pi, sj), as long as pi is in the sensing

range “with certitude" of sj ; it is null when pi is outside the

sensing range “without certitude" of sj , and it degrades with
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respect to d(pi, sj), in the remaining case. Fig. 1 shows 2D-

graphical representations of these models.

(a) Binary (b) Probabilistic (c) Hybrid

Fig. 1. Impact of the sensing range.

B. Impact of the SNs sensing angle

Sometimes, the sensing capability of SNs is limited to an

angle φ. In this case, the coverage of pi by sj depends on the

position of pi with respect to the orientation of sj , represented

by the unit vector −→us. Thus, the position of pi with respect

to the orientation of sj , is measured by the angle (−→us,
−−→sjpi),

whose impact on C(pi, sj) takes three forms: (i) Deterministic

impact [14], [6], [15], which means that C(pi, sj) is constant

with respect to (−→us,
−−→sjpi), as long as pi is in the sensing angle

of sj . Otherwise, C(pi, sj) is null; (ii) Probabilistic impact

[9], [10], which means that C(pi, sj) degrades in function of

(−→us,
−−→sjpi), and it becomes null when pi is outside the sensing

angle of sj ; (iii) Hybrid impact [16], [17], which means that

sj has two sensing angles, the first is “with certitude", noted

φ1, and the second is “without certitude", noted φ2, where

φ2 > φ1. Thus, C(pi, sj) is constant with respect to (−→us,
−−→sjpi),

as long as pi is in the sensing angle “with certitude" of

sj ; it is null when pi is not in the sensing angle “without

certitude" of sj ; and it degrades depending on (−→us,
−−→sjpi), in

the remaining case. Fig. 2 shows 2D-graphical representations

of these models.

(a) Binary (b) Probabilistic (c) Hybrid

Fig. 2. Impact of the sensing angle.

C. Impact of the RoI topography

To take into account the topography impact on C(pi, sj),
most formulations proceed to verify the “visibility" be-

tween pi and sj , by using the Line of Sight (LoS) [15],

[18], [19] method (Fig. 3). This latter selects Nv points

qi(xi, yi, zi)1≤i≤Nv
, located on the segment [pi sj], and

compares the altitude zi of each point qi with the RoI height

E(xi, yi), provided by a terrain model E . Thus, pi and sj are

considered inter-visible, if each point qi is above the terrain.

Once the visibility between pi and sj verified, its impact

on C(pi, sj) takes two forms: (i) Deterministic impact [20],

[15], [18], [19], by considering that pi can be covered by

sj , only if pi and sj are inter-visible. In the opposite case,

C(pi, sj) is null. (ii) Probabilistic impact [14] by considering

that C(pi, sj) deteriorates (does not cancel out) according to

the number of obstacles separating pi and sj . Some WSNs

deployment approaches on 3D terrains do not consider the

visibility factor when formulating the coverage. This choice is

based on one of the following justifications. (i) Some events

are detectable even if they occur in locations invisible to the

SNs [21]; (ii) The terrain is assumed to be sufficiently convex,

so that the visibility between a SN and any point within its

sensing range is always possible [3], [1], [22]; (iii) The impact

of the RoI topography, is already taken into account during the

parameterization of C(pi, sj) depending on d(pi, sj) [6], [7].

Fig. 3. LoS concept.

D. Impact of the RoI weather and the RoI objects

In [23], C(pi, sj) is considered dependent on the perme-

ability of the objects and the weather of the RoI, where their

impacts on C(pi, sj) is formulated separately in a probabilistic

way.

On Table I, we list the different coverage models, de-

noted C1, C2, · · · , C12, adopted by the WSNs deployment

approaches on 3D surfaces, where the difference between

them lies in the factors taken into account and how their

influences on C(pi, sj) is modeled. The type of each model,

which can be binary or probabilistic, is determined by the

possible values of C(pi, sj). Indeed, a coverage model is

binary if C(pi, sj) ∈ {0, 1}, and it is considered probabilistic

if C(pi, sj) ∈ [0, 1].

III. ROI COVERAGE

The basic information C(pi, sj) is used to formulate the

coverage state Cov(pi,N ) of each point pi with respect to the

WSN composed of N SNs. If the adopted coverage model is

binary [6], pi can be in two states with respect to the WSN:

“pi is covered", if it is covered by at least one SN, and “pi
is not covered", if it is not covered by any SN. Therefore,

Cov(pi,N ) = max1≤j≤N C(pi, sj). If the adopted coverage

model is probabilistic, and C(pi, sj) is interpreted as the

probability of coverage of pi by sj [14], Cov(pi,N ) is given

by Cov(pi, S) = 1 −
∏

1≤j≤N (1− C(pi, sj)). If the adopted

coverage model is probabilistic and C(pi, sj) is interpreted as

the coverage quality of pi by sj [23], [11], [12], Cov(pi,N ) is

equal to max1≤j≤N C(pi, sj), which means that the coverage

of pi is assigned to the SN that offers the best coverage

quality for pi. The last step in the formulating phase is to

express the coverage quality Cov(A,N ) of the RoI A by

the WSN composed of N SNs, using the state Cov(pi,N )
of each point pi ∈ A. This step is strongly related to the

terrain model E adopted to represent A (Fig. 4), which may
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TABLE I
VARIOUS COVERAGE MODELS USED IN THE LITERATURE.

Model Type

Impact of considered factors

References
SNs characteristics RoI characteristics

Detection range Detection angle Topography Weather Object

C1 Binary Binary . . . . [3], [1], [5], [8], [24], [25]

C2 Binary Binary . Binary . . [26], [20], [18], [19], [4], [27]

C3 Probabilistic Probabilistic . . . . [22], [7], [28]

C4 Probabilistic Hybrid . . . . [21]

C5 Probabilistic Hybrid . Binary . . [11], [12], [13], [29]

C6 Probabilistic Hybrid Hybrid Binary . . [16], [17], [30]

C7 Binary Binary Binary . . . [6]

C8 Binary Binary Binary Binary . . [15], [31]

C9 Probabilistic Binary Binary Probabilistic . . [14]

C10 Probabilistic Probabilistic Probabilistic Binary . . [9], [10]

C11 Probabilistic Binary Binary Binary Probabilistic Probabilistic [23]

C12 Probabilistic Hybrid Probabilistic Binary . . [32]

be discontinuous, such as the matrix model or continuous,

such as the mathematical and the TIN (Triangulated Irregular

Network) models.

(a) Mathematical (b) Matrix (c) TIN

Fig. 4. Various terrain models used in the literature.

In the matrix model, Cov(A,N ) represents the rate of points

of E covered by the N SNs [11], [12], [15], [18], considering

that these points have the same level [11], [12], [13], [15],

[18] or different levels [10] of importance. Thus, Cov(A,N ) is

given by Eq. 2, where the weight wi represents the importance

assigned to a point pi ∈ E .

Cov(A,N ) =

∑
pi∈E wi.Cov(pi,N )

∑
pi∈E wi

(2)

Most approaches based on the mathematical model [5], [28]

construct a matrix model Ė from the original model E . Hence,

Cov(A,N ) is computed according to Eq. 2, considering only

the points of Ė . This transformation is avoided in some

approaches [6]. The alternative idea is to estimate, using a

geometric calculation, the surface ‖Aj‖ of the portion Aj ⊂ A
covered by each SN sj . Thus, Cov(A,N ) is computed as the

ratio of the surface covered by the SNs and the surface ‖A‖
of A (Eq. 3).

Cov(A,N ) =
‖
⋃

1≤j≤N Aj‖

‖A‖
(3)

The approaches based on the TIN model formulate firstly the

coverage quality Cov(ti,N ) of each triangle ti ∈ E [3], [1],

[22], [23], which is calculated as the average of the coverage

quality of the important points of ti (its center of gravity and

its vertexes). After that, Cov(A,N ) is computed as the average

of the coverage qualities of all the triangles ti ∈ E , assuming

that these triangles have the same level of importance [4]

or different levels [23]. The formula of Cov(A,N ) is given

by Eq. 4, where wi represent the importance affected to the

triangle ti ∈ E .

Cov(A,N ) =

∑
ti∈E wi.Cov(ti,N )

∑
ti∈E wi

(4)

IV. DISCUSSIONS

The first important remark concerns the choice of the terrain

model to represent the RoI. This choice is based, in most

cases, on criteria other than reliability. For instance, the matrix

model was used in [14], [9], although the TIN model is more

appropriate. Additionally, the assumptions adopted in some

formulations [3], [1] to justify the omission of the visibility

factor are unfounded. Indeed, the assumption that the RoI is

sufficiently smooth, where the visibility between a SN and all

the points in its sensing range is guaranteed, is not realistic.

Moreover, in the case where the visibility factor is considered

[23], [14], its impact is formulated independently of the nature

of the phenomenon being monitored and the type of SNs (laser,

radio, etc.) used to detect it. In fact, these two parameters

determine the manner (probabilistic or deterministic) and the

degree of visibility impact on the coverage quality.

Moreover, some formulations adopt clearly unrealistic as-

sumptions, such as the deterministic impact of the various

factors on the coverage quality [3], [1], as well as the

omnidirectional sensing capability of the SNs [22], [21].

Furthermore, most of the formulations [5], [6] do not consider

the constraints imposed by the RoI, which limits the possible

positions of the SNs. The existence of such constraints in

complex 3D terrains is very likely. As a result, we believe that

the design of a realistic coverage model remains an open issue.

Its resolution requires to consider not only the type of SNs to

be used but also the phenomenon to be monitored as well
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as experimental tests, allowing the correct parameterization

of their impacts and the deduction of the real relationship

between them.

V. CONCLUSION

Examining the several formulations of 3D terrain coverage

by WSNs allowed us to confirm that this paramount process

remains an open issue. We believe that carrying out experimen-

tal tests, to correctly assess and model both the influence of

the above-discussed factors and the real relationship between

them is the first step towards a practical and effective solution.

As a future work, we plan to carry out an in-depth evaluation

of existing resolution approaches related to the problem of 3D

terrains coverage by WSNs. This will allow us to gain a better

understanding in order to provide additional guidelines on the

appropriate choice of the modeling/resolution approaches.
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